
theleaguesupreme
With Only Seven Weeks Of 

Fixtures Left To Play The Gap 
Between The Top Four Is Only 

Three Points !!!

Some Other News From The 
Previous Four Weeks Press 

Releases

Every now and then in a 
championship race the league 
throws up a set of results that 
blows the title-race wide open. In 
The League Supreme, thanks to 
Rob Couch, Adrian Mitchell and 
Trevor Isles, week 15 was it.

The league leaders lost, the team 
in second drew and the teams in 
3rd and 4th won to make the gap 
between the top 4 a mere 3 points.

Although no-one is mathematically 
out of the race, realistically it would 
take a brave man to back any of 

the mid-table group due to some 
minor inconsistencies but they are all 
capable of pulling off a result so all 
have a major part to play.

Red Machine, were right back in 
the thick of it after a blip when they 
crushed recently unstoppable leaders 
Rising Deck 4-0. Rush Green halted 
Super Saints winning streak and 
penetrated the leagues meanest 
defence by drawing 1-1 and quietly 
and subtely The Dark Destroyers 
comfortably keep pace with top with 
a 3-0 victory over Sexual Ealing FC.

Write Us Off At 
Your Peril

Red Machine FC 4
Rising Deck 0

The Red Machine (who domiated 
the Xpert11 dream team this week) 
took no prisoners at The Red 
Cauldron as they crushed the very 
impressive leaders Rising Deck 
4-0.
Having just edged the first half on 
possession there was little evidence 
of the onslaught that was to follow in 
the second 45.

Warren Bonham headed in from a 
corner 10 minutes into the second 
half to set the Machine on their 
way. Reggie Franklin made it 2-0 
5 minutes later and Horace Logan 
found room in the penalty area 
to make it 3 half way through the 
second half.

Rising Deck (who showed off their 
new club badge this week) and the 
leagues top scorers Robert Houdin 
and Marc Spelmann were well 
‘looked after’ by the Machine and 
despite their efforts Geoffry Finch 
completed the 4-0 rout from the spot 
4 minutes from time.

Ramsays 
Leaving Ealing 
Feeling Cooked

The Dark Destroyers 3
Sexual Ealing FC 0

The Dark Destroyers are happily 
sitting behind the top three, waiting 
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to strike for top spot and disposed of 
Sexual Ealing 3-0 at The Theatre Of 
Doom.

Gordon Ramsay got the home 
side off to the perfect start after 25 
minutes when his long range effort 
found its target. Johnny Rotten 
made it 2-0 with 7 minutes of the 
half remaining  when his long range 
effort gave Ealings keeper a distinct 
feeling of deja vue. Vinnie Jones 
made no doubt of the winners when 
his header made it 3-0 right on half 
time.

Ealing could offer little comeback 
in the second half although Krik 
Hammet got his marching orders for 
aguing 10 minutes from time. The 
result puts The Destroyers just 3 
points from the top

Churchill ‘V’ for 
Victory (Nearly)

Rush Green 1
Super Saints 1

It took Rush Green and in 
particular Randy Churchill just 12 
minutes to do what the previous 
4 clubs couldnt, and thats score 
past the meanest defence in the 
league.

Churchill headed in from a cross 
just after the 10 minute mark to 
give Rush Green a 1-0 lead at the 
Glory Arena. Although just edging 
possession the Saints were kept 
at bay by a revitalised young Rush 
Green side.

Infact it took the majority of the 
second half for the Saints to salvage 
a point with Gareth Bale heading in 
with 10 minutes remaining. In an ugly 
affair which had already featured 6 
yellow cards and 2 injuries, Rush 
Greens Les Pardoe was sent off for 
elbowing 4 minutes into injury time.

The result will lift Trevor Isles young 
side while the Saints miss the 
opportunity to go top but remain 1 

point behind the leaders with a game 
in hand.

Three On The 
Trot For Irons

Westcountry Wanderers 1
The Irons 2

After a couple 10 days of the 
settling-in period, The Irons new 
boss Jages has enjoyed 3 wins in 
a row which has lifted the Irons 
from the depths of the table to join 
the mid-table pack.

Paul Hewitts Westcountry Wanderers 
were a little out of sorts at The Cove 
and were vastly outplayed in the first 
half with Ross Westcroft heading in 
for the visitors after 35 minutes.

Wanderers came out for the second 
half revitalised and pushed for the 
equaliser but it wasnt to be. Two 
minutes into injury time Marshall 
Farleigh took all three points when 
he shot in the area to make it 2-0. 
Wanderers did have time however 
to muster a consolation with new 
signing Edgar Fergusons long range 
effort made it 2-1 on 93 minutes.

Mitch Lough 
Feeling Low

Down By The Trent 0
The Perrymen 0

The Perrymen will be left kicking 
themselves as they travelled to 
bottom club Down By The Trent 
and returned to the capital with 
just a point.

In a match of very little incident it 
was The Perrymens Mitch Lough 
who will be feeling the brunt of the 
disappointment as his 9th minute 
penalty missed proved costly.

The Perrymen will need to win their 
game in hand to leave a little daylight 

between them and the 
bottom spot.

Little to say...
Despite a handful of good chances 
The Perry Men were unable to take 
away maximum points from their 
trip to the City ground to play fellow 
league strugglers Down by the Trent. 
Manager McFletch left captain to 
Walt Mathieson do the talking, ‘We 
were shite’. On reflection McFletch 
will be thinking he could have put 
forward a more articulate player for 
the post-match interview. I’m sure 
there will be a full press release once 
the team and manager have had a 
chance to sit down and look at where 
it’s going wrong.

League reports and reaction
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3rd August

Den dishes 
the Dirt
Dark destroyers full-Back Dirty Den 
was in confident mood after their 3-1 
victory over former league leaders 
Red Machine. We caught up with 
him in the Queen Vic on Sunday 
where he declared “We showed 
our mettle - knowwhatamean - to 
beat dem geezas, we dont fear 
know-one at ‘ome, and wot wiv all 
deez uva geezas flyin off rand the 
wuld on their olidays - oo du they 
fink they are - we ave got a good 
chance to get a few more points in 
the bag and let em know we mean 
biznizz. And wots all this abat avin 
to play Dan by the Trent two weeks 
runnin ay. Wots gan on ay”. His 
drinking partner Jabba (currently 
kept out of the team due to the 
impressive form of current number 
one Saddam Hussein) agreed and 
had had this to say ahead of their 
double header with Down by the 
Trent - “Whchhhocchhnabovvkiy 
bojjlovvaaah Dooon 
boooy ththth tttrrruuunt 
govvchhutaah tygraajupovvaw 
depwoffkquopaaanddwa argh 
argh argh argh argh argh 
aaaarrrrrrrrrrggggggggghhhhhhhhhh”

New Manager 
New Era
As from Sunday the third of August 
11 men in flight and manager cease 
to exist. there now is a new team 
name and a new manager which 
craves success. the players are 
safe for the moment but if results 
dont come then new players will 
come in. this club is going places 
the current league position is simply 
not accetable. watch this space. 
FC WAZZY be scared,be very 
scared........

4th August

Donde En 
Espanol?
After a long search, we have finally 
tracked down ‘Wazzy’ Manager Paul 
Warren trying to stay ahead of the 
game by tracking and chatting to 
players around Spain. 

“You caught me!” he said, as he 
climbed out of the pool flexing his 
tanned six pack (which is well hidden 
under the keg!). “I have had tips 
from my scouts of players that could 
support us with the progress we have 
made in the past few weeks.”

When pressed, he hinted at some 
of the problems he has encountered 
in his search, “I was contacted by a 
guy claiming to be from Real Madrid, 
but he didn’t fool me cause i’ve loked 
on the map and i can’t find a fake 
Madrid anywhere. I caught him out 
once and for all when he suggested 
that if i wanted to buy players i 
should take a Bath Alone.”

We understand his search will 
continue for a further 11 days. Good 
luck!

League 
Administrator 
AWOL
News is released that our own 
league administrator is taking a 
much needed break from running 
the league supreme. Rumors are 
flying around that he is on a research 
project to develop the 12th step 
- teams playing competetive league 
matches abroad. 

However when Trevor Isles, Rush 
Green manager was questioned 
about this, ‘On behalf of the club 
and all its staff I hope he considers 
Thailand as a destination. Bring on 
the lady boys’

The League 
Supreme 
Stays Put
The League committee was quick to 
respond to growing uncertainty within 
the leagues clubs that the League 
Supreme is not considering a ‘world-
wide, european or even british’ slant 
on the current league set-up.

“This league is based in London and 
now Cornwall and it will stay that 
way, within English borders. The 
league had considered postponing 
the fixture campaign whilst its over-
worked and under-appreciated staff 
had a well-earned break. It was 
considered this would cause uproar 
as it coincided with SuperSaints 
managers trip to South America 
as well as Rising Decks managers 
trip to Spain (also FC Wazzy). The 
league continues, and it will stay in 
the same format for many seasons to 
come” a spokesman said.

6th August

From Sunny 
Espanol
Que Calor ! (Fuck me it´s hot ! ) said 
the Rising Deck manager from his 
team´s temporary base in Albatera, 
Spain today.
The lads have trained well and 
partied harder and are having a day 
off to prepare for the next exciting 
encounter in the season against the 
perry men (whose manager i have 
met and whose expertise i worry 
about ).
The boys are allowed 2 euros of 
vino a night (quite a volume !) but 
have had strict instructions to turn up 
ready for K.O. on Thursday. 
´Trust is thrust into our team from an 
early stage and i´m sure our boys will 
be ready to do themselves proud´
To quell the rumours surrounding 
´Saints Manager, Craig Mitchell´s 
, trip to Peru and the suggestion 
of foul play regarding taking this 

In The Press This Week
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League abroad , he said our Mind 
Readers delved deep into his mind 
from afar before departure and what 
was read was that he was keen to 
develop a deep relationship with 
wild guinee fowl within the mountain 
ranges of Peru and not be caught 
and questioned with his his foreign 
intentions of native foreplay with 
household pets !
In the meantime congratulations go 
out to Chris Jago who enters this 
League with a great Press release 
background, so look out for exciting 
press releases in the coming months 
!, after all he entered the league 
suprisingly quick of other candidates 
( carpet burns may answer why !!!!!!)
Back to Sun, cheap beer, brandy and 
lie ins !

7th August

Football 
Comes First
James Hitman Heywood is going to 
miss his young daughter’s birthday 
as it clashes with the team’s next 
away match. This makes him very 
unpopular with his daughter, and his 
wife isn’t impressed either, as she 
wanted help organising the party. 
However, James Hitman Heywood is 
a professional and doesn’t allow this 
to affect his performance, so his form 
is unaffected.

When asked about ‘The Hitmans’ 
dilemma Wanderers boss Hewitt said 
‘Family life is important but when 
Thursday comes its all about the 
game and it’s important my players 
stay focused’

With Saints boss away trekking 
around Peru in search of wild guinee 
fowl the West Country Wanderers 
are on cruise control for 3 points later 
today.

10th August

Saints Boss Is 
Happy From 
Afar
Saints boss Mitchell expressed his 
delight at his sides hard fought 1=0 
win away at The Cove. “They are 
a good side and capable of a good 
result here and there, so to win 1=0 
away was fantastic” he said.

“My trip to South America is going 
well. not only does it allow me to 
scout for young cheap talent, it 
has co=incided with 2 games on 
the trot against The Wanderers. I 
know the manager very well and I 
would have suspected foul=play if I 
was in the same establishment as 
him during the time, he would have 
copied tactics etc. and given him 
advantages. So it has been good 
timing.” Said Mitchell in the dusty 
suburbs of Pisco and Nasca.

“Tomorrow I move to the mountains 
whee they should be fitter because 
of the attitude. I have seen some 
promising youngsters but no-one 
yet who could cut=it in our league 
supreme. At least I have had some 
time to look at my team and change 
my tactics for the next match, I dont 
want to give any managers any 
advantages over my team in my 
absence”

11th August

Distance No 
Issue
Following-up from our previous report 
on Paul ‘Wazzy’ Warren’s scouting 
trip to Spain, we can bring you the 
latest on his absence from ‘The Back 
Garden’.

“I admit that at first i was a little 
nervous at being The Irons’ first 
opponents” said wazzy, having just 
reapplied his factor 15. “Historically, 

new managers can bring 
a new zest to a team, 
but i always knew my 
team had the ability to play to their 
strengths, even in my absence.”

“But the reverse fixture this coming 
week will be a different game. Luckily 
i have been able to lay my hands on 
an old Comodore 64 which i have 
hotwired to the internet, through 
which i have been able to make 
the necessary tactical changes to 
cope with the long grass at the Back 
Garden”.

It appears that Wazzy has also 
managed to stay in contact with 
head gardener Mo Milorn, who 
hinted at this week’s tactics, “We 
have done our research and planted 
the necessart seeds. For example, 
we are aware that the Irons’ keeper 
showed signs in the previous game 
of having ‘Buttercup fingers’”.

Let’s just hope that in their quest 
to come out smelling of roses, The 
Irons don’t turn out to be a thorn in 
Wazzy’s side

Dastardly 
Deals Dirty 
Deeds
“Dark Destroyers” devious star-
striker Richard Dastardly says his 
club are planning to get even more 
nasty as the season reaches its 
mid-way stage. We caught up with 
him sunbathing in his dead-pigeon-
strewn back garden in Mutley Plain 
slurping back his “Two-Dogs” he said 
“All you nincompoops out there in 
foreign lands - you know who you 
are - you can run but you can’t hide 
- you have to come back sometime 
you know - and when you do - look 
out - the Destroyers will be meaner 
than ever! We have devised some 
cunning plans and we will bring you 
down! I am scoring goals for fun 
and have cleared a space on my 
mantelpiece for a Golden Boot.” He 
was - however - more cautious when 
quizzed about their next match - a 
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trip to Down by the Trent by saying 
“We beat them 4-0 down at our 
Mecca last week but we know they 
will be fired up for revenge. I am 
- however - looking forward to a trip 
to Robin Hood country - I once had 
a fling there with Maid Marion and I 
hope she will be up for it again.”
“Stop the pigeon, stop the pigeon, 
stop the pigeon, stop the pigeon, 
stop the pigeon, stop the pigeon, 
STOP THAT PIGEON , Nab him, 
grab him, wham him, slam him, stop 
that pigeon NOW!!” 
“Tee hee heee heee heeeeeee”. 
“Shut Up Mutley!”

Times Are 
Hard
All these reports of teams jetting of 
on their summer vacation has left a 
sour taste in Down By The Trents’ 
managers month. “Its’s fine and 
dandy for these top clubs to be jetting 
off to sunnier climes” commented 
Phil Jory. “That said, my boys have 
had a weekend down in Talskiddy, 
and we had a great trip in the treacle 
mines - I think I may even treat the 
missus to a trip down on that shaft 
- and to top it off the weather was 
fantastic, it was dry for three and a 
half minutes”

14th August

Fiesta At 
Elche
The Rising Deck Squad are ready 
and looking forward to todays return 
fixture against the Perry Men and are 
expecting a much tougher game this 
week.
“Fletch would have done his 
homework on us from last week 
and i´m sure will be more tactically 
ready, it´s our 1st home game in the 
beautiful Martinez Valero, the home 
of Elche C.F. and the welcome our 
supporters whose team also play the 
famous green n white have given us 
is overwhelming. My only concern is 
the 3pm kickoff as temperatures are 

expected to be a scorching 37c (in 
the shade !)”
The squad have had a relaxing 
week visiting the Palmeral in Elche 
and have made guest openings of a 
´Mercadona Supermarket´in Novelda 
and guests of honour at the ´Moors & 
Christians´fiesta in Elche.
The Decks Player/Manager Ian 
Mitchell recalled his 1st Fiesta when 
interviewed at his teams mountain 
hideaway Villa late last night over 
several large Soberano Brandys 
“I remember my 1st Fiesta was in 
November 1982, it was a glossy 92 
page eyefest at contained similar 
women but quite noticably didn´t 
have the spectacular costumes of 
today, in fact no clothing at all, and 
the formal procession seemed not to 
be popular back then, 2 or 3 people 
in a tangle seemed to be the normal. 
Mind you there was still a lot of 
banging going on”

19th August

Going VIP!
For two weeks no one has 
heard from him, while his 
team faced two consecutive defeats 
against the league leaders making 3 
losses in a row reporter were faced 
with a wall of silence. Now finally the 
silence has been broken. 

McFletch had this confession to 
make, ‘To be honest the last couple 
of weeks have been distracting, I’ve 
had numerous offers to manage 
teams in other leagues, the emails 
have been flying around and I think 
the constant speculation has affected 
both my role as manager and the 
teams performance.’ 

McFletch then broke off from his 
conference to take a long sip of water 
as the emotion of the last few days 
took their toll. After recomposing 
himself he had these words to 
say, ‘I would like everyone to know 
that a decision has been made, I 
can confirm that there is still only 
one team for me and that is The 
Perrymen and there is only one 
league for me and that is the League 

Supreme, and to confirm 
my commitment I have 
considered the advice 
offered and will be going VIP!’ 

Immediately after the speech, the 
somewhat sceptical reporters left 
the office and immediately started 
trawling through the recently formed 
leagues to see if any of them showed 
signs of McFletch’s involvement.

20th August

Vinnie 
Relishes Title 
Battle
Dark Destroyers midfielding genius 
Vinnie Jones was in a defiant mood 
when we caught up with him picking 
the last bits of his pit-bulls’ head 
out of his teeth, after it went within 
ten yards of his “Ginsters” spike, 
blade and bolt slice. The silky-skilled 
midfielder declared “We have a tough 
game away against Red Machine 
tomorrow and me, Den and the boys 
are all well up for it! We know they’ll 
be out for revenge avin lost against 
us a cupla weeks ago but we need 
to start bein a bit tuffer in our away 
games. I see they play at somewhere 
called Red Cauldron. We’re all 
lookin forward to playin there cos it 
sands a bit ‘ot which will suit us dan 
to the grand. ‘Otta the betta! I ‘ear 
theres a new guvna in town. Some 
geeza called jages. Look forwad to 
playin ‘ya. Anova good ol’ cockney 
knees-up!
Laterz!

22nd August

‘Blooming’ 
Good Game
last night saw a thrilling match 
down at The Back Garden as 
ever improving FC Wazzy hosted 
title challenging Rising Deck. 
Unfortunately for the ‘Deck, it 
appeared that the Wazzy boss had 
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recovered from his jet lag from Spain 
quicker than his counterpart, and 
the magician’s title asperations were 
dented as they were held to a 1-1 
draw. 

Goldin’s opening goal after just 9 
minutes got the away team off to a 
great start and the lead should have 
been cemented (like the pitchside 
patio) soon after but Houdin was 
unable to pull another out of the hat 
as he missed a penalty.

This allowed player of the season 
so far, Terrence Crook, to perform 
a little magic of his own with a 
cracking equaliser which earned the 
home side a well deserved point 
to continue their progress in this 
challenging league.

Manager Paul Warren was over the 
moon with the result, “We have been 
trying to make The Back Garden a 
fortress this season but we knew 
Ian Mitch would bring a well drilled 
team. I am happy with the attitude 
and mental strength of my boys and 
unlike the veggies behind the dug-
outs, they are beginning to really 
blossom as a team”.

With their league position looking 
more comfortable each week, FC 
Wazzy must be looking forward to 
their next game against the erry Men!

Boss Over 
The Moon
Saints boss Mitchell, lookng forward 
to his return from South Amrica 
next week stated he “couldnt be 
more pleased with his squad in his 
absence”.

“I have managed to communicate 
with my assistant coach and make 
the necessary team and tactical 
changes and they have paid 
dividends, I am proud of my team”. 
Saints have won all 3 games in 
Mitchells absence and climbed back 
to the top, however his team will rest 
this week. They have scored 7 and 
conceded none and look in great 

form.

“The timing couldnt be better, I have 
found young players here in Peru 
with amazing stamina and fitness, 
I may bring a couple back and they 
can train with myself and the squad 
over the next 14 days”.

23rd August

Houdin 
‘Missing’
A worried atmosphere is in the Rising 
Deck camp this morning following the 
disappearence of midfielder Robert 
Houdin.
Houdin, who missed his third penalty 
of the season in the draw away to 
F.C.Wazzy that lost his sides top 
spot, was last seen with a two thirds 
empty bottle of Soberano brandy late 
on Thursday night.
Police, concerned as to the 
whereabouts of the midfield maestro, 
found his mobile in his discarded 
waistcoat and are alarmed at the 
number of calls made to and from 
a number in Cartagena, Spain over 
the past two weeks and have issued 
a missing persons alert with photos 
on display at airports within the 
southwest of England.
Meanwhile Rising Deck manager has 
spoken of his teams drop into 2nd 
place in the table. 
“The pressure is off us a little, to 
maintain top spot is harder than 
people think. I’d be happy to stay in 
2nd for a while and push for the top 
again in the last couple of weeks. 
F.C.Wazzy are a very well organised 
team who i’m sure will be in the top 
three if they can keep up the type of 
performance they put in on Thursday. 
Our thoughts are with Houdin at the 
moment. Everyone at the club puts 
no blame his way for the penalty 
miss and we will gladly hand over 
the penalty taking responsibilities to 
someone else if he wishes, however 
his phone activities are reek of 
pescado”

The New 
Orpheum 
rises from the 
ashes !
Good news has just come in from 
the Rising Deck of the newly 
restored Orpheum stadium. Health 
and safety officials have completed 
their inspection of the recently fire 
damaged arena and have given the 
green light for them to return to their 
home for the first time in a month.
“It’s great news for our supporters 
and everyone at the club. We thank 
all at Elche for their help in the past 
4 weeks but cannot wait to get back 
to our home in time to entertain Phil 
Jory’s Down By The Trent next week”
A welcome home ceremony is being 
hastily arranged with music from The 
Gumbo Flyers before kick off.
 

Washboard
“Well at least I have something 
to look forward to” was Phil 
Jory’s comments, while referring to 
seeing The Gumbo Flyers before his 
Down By The Trent face high-flying 
The Rising Deck. “I’m looking forward 
to the washboard” he added “but 
probably not the scoreboard!”

27th August

Sid Vicious 
and Johnny 
Rotten Speak
DAMN YOU ALL !!!

28th August

Leader Of The 
Pack
The Perry Men manager McFletch 
was first to welcome the imminent 
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arrival of Super Saints manager 
Mitchell back from his travels, he 
had these words to say. ‘Unlike Gary 
Glitter, Mitchell has successfully 
managed to visit another country 
and tempt some young talent back 
without being incarcerated. I would 
like to congratulate him. I’m sure their 
fitness and stamina will see them 
through the intense workout he has 
in store for them.’

29th August

Green Green 
Grass Of 
Home Win
The Perry Men returned to winning 
ways with a resounding 3-0 victory 
over FC Wazzy. The win lifted them 
off the bottom of the table and 
put an end to their recent run of 
disappointing results. Star player 
Mitch Lough stayed around after the 
game to speak to reporters, ‘The 
boys were smarting after the result 
at their place. We had been looking 
forward to getting them out of their 
tranquil back water back garden and 
up to the bustling metropolis. The 
seeds of doubt were already planted 
in their minds when they arrived. We 
were a constant thorn in there side 
all game and this was reflected in the 
result.’ Lough went on to say, ‘The 
lads have been on a high since the 
manager confirmed his commitment 
to the team by signing an improved 
contract. We knew he’d realise the 
garden isn’t always greener on the 
other side’

30th August

Another 
Defeat
The tough times continue for Down 
By The Trent and their manager 
Phil Jory.”Yep, it’s obviously a torrid 
time” he commented and he added 
“unlike Marc Almond, it’s difficult for 
my lads to swallow but we’ll continue 

to work together to sort this out.” 
He concluded “I am amazed my 
chairman hasn’t put the dreaded faith 
of confidence in me!!”

3rd September

Double 
Pleasure & 
Welcome 
home
There has been double pleasure at 
the Orpheum this week (and not all 
Pinkus G String’s for a change !) 
The club returned to the top of the 
table, taking advantage of the Saints 
week off, but were happier with the 
great news that midfielder, Robert 
Houdin, turned up after a week 
‘missing’ to put in a no nonsense 
display for the Rising Deck.
Houdin went missing a week 
previously after a costly penalty miss 
meant that his team had, temporarily 
relinquished the shiny dome of the 
league. His manager and team 
mates sent out well wishes for his 
safe return and were lifted by his 
appearance at 2.45 last Thursday.
“I just had to get away for a few 
days to clear my head and the 
words of encouragement and 
support from all at the club, which 
i read in the ‘Alchemist Echo, the 
‘Alchemist Echo’, was overwhelming. 
A teamate has taken over penalty 
responsibilities which was a pressure 
that had got to me lately. I would like 
to thank all at the club for welcoming 
back and will give 110% to push for 
the title”
The Rising Deck visit ‘The Red 
Waldron’ tomorrow which the Red 
Machine must win if they are to be 
taken seriously in the race for the 
title. The Red’s manager Robert 
Couch, WHO HASN’T PUT A PRESS 
RELEASE OUT SINCE 25th JULY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!, is hoping to pick up 3 
points in what is a crucial match with 
only 8 weeks left in the season.
Meanwhile Rising Deck manager, 
Ian Mitchell, who still cannot force 
his way into his teams starting line 

up welcomes back Super 
Saints manager Craig 
Mitchell into the country 
and congratulates him on smuggling 
a small Capybara back with him in 
his suitcase. The World’s largest 
rodent managed to smuggle the 
Capybara by means of smothering it 
in his girlfriends undercrackers and 
sneaking past pest control in Lima. 
Rosie, his girlfriend, concerned on 
getting caught said to Craig ‘What 
about the smell ?’ to which he replied 
‘If it dies, it dies !’
Apparently on arriving back in Eltham 
the Capybara (nicknamed Benalli) 
was looking dead and craig, rather 
enthusiastically gave it mouth to 
mouth (including tongues) and the 
rodent is now settling in nicely in 
Dumbreck Road where it has been 
heard happily panting most nights 
and has been seen by the local 
paperboy in the living room clad in 
crotchless briefs and nipple clamps !

Food 
Poisoning 
Hits The Reds
On the eve of the much anticipated 
battle between The Rising Dock and 
Red Machine FC. A bout of food 
poisoning has taken its toll on the 
home team, with all the players laid 
up in bed accompanied by a bucket. 
It is a huge disappoint to both teams, 
as this is to be a highly lucrative 
match for both sides with SKY Sports 
1 televising a League Supreme 
match for the first time. And this 
was the chosen game and hopefully 
representing a flagship to the major 
broadcaster’s for the league!

The Red Machine FC manager, Rob 
Couch, commented from his barstool.
“I can’t believe our downturn in luck. 
All the preparation was going well, 
we haven’t had the best results lately 
and the boys were hoping to use this 
match to turn around our fortunes in 
the league. I may have no option but 
to field the ladies side for the game....
who knows what tomorrow may 
bring”
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Asked what may have sparked the 
food poisoning epidemic. Mr Couch 
said.
“I asked the catering staff at our 
training ground, but they have 
informed me nothing has altered. 
Except for a minor detail that our 
regular Milkman has changed this 
week. The catering staff have just 
seen the milk suddenly appear from 
nowhere?????”

4th September

Stokes blasts 
‘Stats’
SuperSaints hat-trick hero Bobby 
Stokes has blasted the paparrazzi at 
todays press hearing and branded 
them a bunch of ‘Statstics!”

Saints who have not lost since 10th 
July, have scored 14 goals in the 
their last 5 games and gone over 450 
minutes (7 and a half hours) without 
conceding. Stokes who scored 3 
times in 10 minutes in Saints recent 
5-0 demolition of Sexual Ealing said 
“Statistics are for fools, they are there 
to be broken and mean nothing. I am 
not denying we are on a good run, 
but dont give me minutes and goals, 
give me team spirit and confidence” 
he said.

Stokes, Saints top striker, also 
commented “although I am the 
top striker in the club, 3 of our 4 
topscorers are midfielders so we are 
a threat all across the park”. Saints 
travel to the Glory(hole) Arena today 
in a tricky fixture. “Although Rush 
Green have slipped a little, they are 
a match for anybody on their day 
and we will have to be on our guard.” 
said manager Mitchell. “With Red 
Machine and the Deck playing each 
other it would be a good opportunity 
to put in a professional performance, 
but that will only happen if we stamp 
out any complacency.”

Saints would also like to thank 
the league for his welcome back 
from foreign shores and to various 

managers for their well-wishes. He 
had little to say on his smuggling 
back of the Capybara stating “If I did 
bring anything back it was purely 
for sentimental reasons and not for 
satisfying any sexual tendancies I 
might have, besides, ‘Franny’ likes 
wearing pink!!”
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Week 15 Results
The Dark Destroyers 3 - 0 (3 - 0) Sexual Ealing FC
Red Machine FC 4 - 0 (0 - 0) The Rising Deck
Down by the Trent 0 - 0 (0 - 0) The Perry Men
Rush Green 1 - 1 (1 - 0) Super Saints
W. Wanderers 1 - 2 (0 - 1) The Irons

Xpert 11
Reggie Franklin - Red Machine FC
Warren Bonham - Red Machine FC
Geoffrey Finch - Red Machine FC
Shaun Bunton - Red Machine FC
Horace Logan - Red Machine FC
Vinnie Jones - The Dark Destroyers
Neal Stamford - Red Machine FC
Wayne Bridge - Super Saints
Ledley King - The Perry Men
Kieran Tusken - The Irons
Arnie Mellor (C) - Down by the Trent
   
Manager - Jages The Irons 
 
Week 11 Fixtures
The Perry Men - Red Machine FC
The Rising Deck - WestcountryWanderers
Down by the Trent - FC Wazzy
Super Saints - The Dark Destroyers
Sexual Ealing FC - The Irons

Top Scorers

1 Robert Houdin MF The Rising Deck 8
 Marc Spelmann F The Rising Deck 8
3 Sammy Abell F Rush Green 7
4 Dick Dastardly F The Dark Destroyers 6
 Kyle Ferril F The Irons 6
 Sid Vicious F The Dark Destroyers 6
7 Justin Bolam F Red Machine FC 5
 Matt LeTissier MF Super Saints 5
 Terrance Livett F The Perry Men 5

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts

The Rising Deck 14 9 2 3 17 29
Super Saints 13 8 4 1 22 28
Red Machine FC 14 8 3 3 14 27
The Dark Destroyers 14 8 2 4 13 26
WestcountryWanderers 14 6 1 7 3 19
FC Wazzy 13 5 2 6 -7 17
Sexual Ealing FC 13 5 2 6 -7 17
Rush Green 14 4 4 6 -2 16
The Irons 14 4 2 8 -18 14
The Perry Men 13 2 3 8 -13 9
Down by the Trent 14 2 3 9 -22 9

League Stats


